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Advantage Catalog Advertising

Sales Opportunity
Local business all need to advertise, and they all want to be able to reach their elite
clientele. The Advantage Catalog gives them that channel, they have access to those people. .
The catalog is passed out to the most upscale and influential clientele in WNY, via Tony Walker,
Giancarlo’s and upscale events. There is no better way to reach the top of the food chain in
Buffalo, companies will love to advertise in the Advantage Catalog.
The Catalog offers Advertisers 3 pages options, an advertising page, a profile page. and a
donation page. The advertising page is designed for companies to build their ad. The new
profile page allows business people a unique opportunity to underscore personal
accomplishments or interests. The donation page allows advertisers to pay for an ad for their
favorite charity.
You must buy an advertising page if you want to participate in the profile or donation page.
Target Customer
Local companies whose businesses fit into the image that the Advantage portrays. It could be a
single owner restaurant or a local corporation. The Advantage Catalog is the best place for any
premier business in Western New York, there is not a more elite collection of companies in
WNY than this catalog. Local business people can also be featured with the Advantage Catalog
Profile Page.
Key Benefits
• Clientele. Advertisers will gain access to WNY’s most upscale and influential clientele.
• Brand Association. Advertisers will be associated with all of them most respected
businesses in the area, because they will be in the catalog with them.
• Local Benefits. Local businesses gain access to numerous benefits including, 10% off
at Tony Walker, $2,000 in Gift Certificates, Private Corporate Shopping Night, Invite to
the Catalog launch party, and more.
• 1 Year Advertisement. The catalog has an extensive distribution plan designed for a
smart, year long investment.
• Annual Web Exposure. Our site is designed to be a constant flow of current new and
awareness helping to further promote your brand.
How to facilitate the sale
Before approaching any customers you must be authorized to sell by Joe Kontrabecki . If
approved he will provide you with the necessary tools and information to help facilitate this sale.
Company. Advantage Company
Service. Advantage Catalog Sales
Primary Contact. Sadie Newman
Phone.
Email. Sadienewman.advantage@gmail.com
Website. theadvantagecatalog.com
Implemented by. Joe Krwuz
Cost. Advertising page: $3,000 or $4,000 if we design it.
Profile Page: $1000
Donation page: $1,500
Commission. Negotiable, but expect to receive a 10% commission on the paid advertising.

